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Executive Summary

Many practical problems can be well described by equations. These equation are usually

not analytically solvable and numerical solution are often sought. Linear solvers that solve

a large system of coupled equations are foundations for many numerical method of solving

these equations. Even for nonlinear problems, almost universally, the equations are linearized

locally and then solved using a linear approximation. Therefore linear solver properties are

critically important to almost all numerical packages intended to solve physical problems. In

this project, we investigated properties of two linear solvers: Gauss-Seidel and Generalized

Minimal Residual Method (GMRES).

We apply them to two problems to compare their numerical properties. The first problem

is to model the flow of natural gas in hydraulically fractured shale. We used the solvers to

solve the governing equations for the gas flow and compared the results and computation

time. For the second problem, we developed a mathematical model to predict epidemic

of disease. In particular, we study the 2014 West Africa Ebola outbreak, because it is a

best documented outbreak. The linear solvers are used to solve the model equations and to

provide predictions of the disease spread with the intention to build a tool for public health

officers to effective control disease epidemics with minimum interruption to normal life.

Our experience shows that the GMRES method requires more knowledge of linear algebra

and more difficult to program, but it is an effective and powerful linear solver once it is well

programed. The Gauss-Seidel method is a rather simple method. It is easy to program,

but may not converge sometimes. When it converges, it usually takes longer time and more

computation to obtain the solution.
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1 Problems

1.1 Shale gas modeling

Two real life problems are studied in this project. The first problem is about modeling

of shale gas production. The model equations and their assumptions for this problem has

been described in a report to Intel Science Talent Search (STS) by the first author. In

the STS report the model equation is discretized and solved using Gauss-Seidel method.

In this project, we used the Generalized Minimal Residual (GMRES) method to solve the

linearized equations. The same results are obtained. For this problem the only difference is

the computational speed. The GMRES solver is about 3 to 5 times faster than the Gauss-

Seidel method used before. For this reason, in the rest of this report we focus on the second

problem. For readers interested in the shale gas problem, we include the STS report in the

Appendix.

1.2 An epidemiology problem

Human health is one of the next large frontiers in science. Among the oldest, still existing

threat to it is infectious disease. Even with recent advances in vaccines and antibiotics,

modeling disease spread is important in allocating finite resources. To distribute the correct

quantity of aid, both the number of cases and geographic distribution must be modeled

accurately for at least several months. In order to give a prediction at the time of full

mobilization of aid, a spatially modified SIR model is presented. Here, SIR stands for

susceptible, infected, and recovered. This will provide valuable insight into where, when,

and how many resources to send to contain an outbreak. The model results are compared

to the well-documented, 2014 Ebola outbreak.

For the 2014 Ebola outbreak, two cited models, the libspatialSEIR and the IDEA models,

lost accuracy after several months, with the IDEA model under predicting and the SEIR

model over predicting (Brown and Olson, 2014; Felix, 2015). Neither provided the geographic

distribution of the disease. To consider this, there are two types of models. The first type

uses a diffusion equation based on infected population (Hu et al., 2013). This type of model

is incorrect since after some time, it yields uniform population distribution in the affected

area. Another type of model, uses network theory (Montiago et al., 2014). The network

model operates on a microscale instead of a macroscale. If given detailed information about

human travel and environment conditions, the network approach can provide extremely

accurate results, however it requires an often impractical amount of data. In the event of an
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outbreak, a fast prediction can save many lives (The World Health Organization, 2014).

The model discussed in this paper is a macroscale model and uses the concept of the

diffusion with the deficiency of traditional diffusion model corrected. When detailed infor-

mation is available, the effect of long distance travel is included in a network model. More

importantly, without the detailed information, the model still functions off of the concept

of diffusion and a few macroscopic geographic parameters to provide reasonably accurate

predictions on the geographic progression of an infectious disease.

Mathematically, this model is a non-local diffusion equation. This equation is discretized

into a set of linear algebraic equations and are solved by an advanced technique, the gener-

alized minimal residual (GMRES) method using a spatial, finite difference approach. This

solution strategy is chosen because timely solution of the equation is essential. GMRES is a

Krylov solver and the solution scheme does not require the coefficient matrix to be stored.

Thus it is Jacobian free.

1.3 Dynamics of Disease

Let P (x, y, t) be the population density at location (x, y) at time t, and i(x, y, t) be the

fraction of infected population. For any given region Ω the increase of the infected population

can be calculated as.

∂

∂t

∫ ∫
Ω

PI dxdy =

∫ ∫
Ω

[
PsPI

τi
− PI

τr
−
∫ ∫

Ω

Ni(x, y, x
′, y′)dx′dy′

]
dxdy −

∫
∂Ω

F i · ndS,

(1)

where s is the fraction of susceptible people, 1/τi is the rate of infection of the susceptible

by an infected person in a unit of time, 1/τr is the rate of reduction of infected population

caused by death or recovery, Ni(x, y, x
′, y′) is the rate of infected people moving from location

(x, y) to location (x′, y′), and F i is the net flux (outgoing minus incoming) of infected people

leaving region Ω from the boundary ∂Ω per unit length and per unit of time. Using the

Gauss Theorem (Weisstein, 2016) in (1), yields

∂PI

∂t
=
PsPI

τI
− PI

τr
−∇ · F i −

∫ ∫
Ni(x, y, x

′, y′)dx′dy′. (2)

The flux of infected people is modeled as

F I = −DP∇I, (3)

where D is mobility of infected people, the average of square of the distance traveled by an

infected person in a unit of time. This model is different from the classical diffusion model
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in which F I = −D∇(PI). In the classical model (Hu et al., 2013) the population density

is inside the gradient operator ∇ homogenizing population distribution. The initial stages

of an outbreak of a single disease is unlikely to significantly alter the population density.

Although there were diseases, such as black plague and smallpox (Ole, 2005; Patterson

and Runge, 2002), that wiped out a significant population, most diseases cause insignificant

change in the population. Indeed, the 2014 Ebola outbreak caused 11,304 (Center for Disease

Control, 2016) deaths compared to several million of the population in the area (World Bank,

2015). Since the model is limited to early stage of an outbreak, the population density P is

considered as a function of location (x, y) only, not a function of time t. Furthermore, it is

assumed that for a new disease, there is not sufficient time for a significant development of

immunity, so all people are susceptible: s = 1 in (2).

Similarly to (3), the non-local net out flux of infected people is proportional to the

difference in the fractions of infected population between two travel locations (xk, yk) and

(x`, y`),

NI(x, y, x
′, y′) =

N∑
k=1

δ(x− xk)δ(y − yk)
N∑
`=1

δ(x′ − x`)δ(y′ − y`)Tk`[I(x, y)− I(x′, y′)], (4)

where δ is the Dirac δ-function, Tk` is the flux of infected people between locations (xk, yk)

and (x`, y`), and N is the total number of such locations, such as airports and railroad

stations.

To test the current model, numerical calculations are compared with the results of the

2014 Ebola outbreak. The region is discretized into rectangular numerical cells with length

∆x and width ∆y. On each node the discretized equation (2) is

In+1
i,j =

Pi,jI
n
i,n+

[
(PD)W

In+1
i−1,j

∆x2
+(PD)E

In+1
i+1,j

∆x2
+(PD)S

In+1
i,j−1

∆y2
+(PD)N

In+1
i,j+1

∆y2
+
∑Ni,j

`=1 Tk`I
n+1
i`,j`

]
∆t

Pi,j +
[

1
τr
− Pi,jsni,j

τi
+ (PDi)W

∆x2
+ (PDi)E

∆x2
+ (PDi)S

∆y2
+ (PDi)N

∆y2
+
∑Ni,j

`=1 Tk`

]
∆t

,(5)

where N,S,E, and W denote values on the above (North), below (South), right (East), and

left (West) faces of the particular cell.
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Figure 1: The mesh that covers the map and one mesh cell with four faces

After convergence studies, using ∆x = ∆y = 1 mile to cover the west Africa region

is sufficient. The mesh has 79,735 nodes and unknowns. Equation (5) is a set of linear

algebraic equations and can be written as Ax = b, with A being the coefficient matrix, x

being the vector consisting unknowns values of ii,j, and b being corresponding right hand

side. The equations are solved using Gauss-Seidel method and the GMRES method, which

is summarized in the first appendix. We find the GMRES method is usually 3 to 5 times

faster than the Gauss-Seidel method

2 Results

Using a mesh with 79,735 1×1 mile cells to cover the west Africa region, the computational

program simultaneously solved these equations to predict the geographic spread of the 2014

Ebola outbreak. With the GMRES solver, the Java code solves these equations within a

half second. Within three minutes, the method predicts seven months into the future, and

provides information about geographic distribution of the disease. The results shown in

Fig. 2 are obtained using τr = 30 days, D = 0.42 miles2/day, τi = 46 days for Guinea,

D = 34.6 miles2/day , τi = 26 days for Sierra Leone, and D = 34.6 miles2/day , τi = 23 days

for Liberia. Although these parameters are chosen to produce the similar results to compare

with the field data, they are reasonable characteristics of Ebola and human mobility (The

World Health Organization, 2016). For instance the numbers for mobility D shows that the

average infected person walks approximately 0.65 to 5.9 miles per day in the region.
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first month third month fifth month

seventh month field data

Figure 2: The predicted spread in the first, third, fifth, and seventh months of the 2014 Ebola

outbreak compared to actual cases numbers (PLOS Neglected Tropical Diseases, 2014) (the

sum of numbers represented by blue and red dots in the last graph) after seven months.

As shown in Fig. 2, the predicted geographic case density, the number of cases per square

mile, is in qualitative agreement with the actual disease distribution which can be estimated

by the summation of numbers represented by the sizes of both blue and red dots in the last

graphic in Fig. 2, although the calculated results miss a few cases in northern Guinea. This

discrepancy may be caused by nonlocal travelers for which requires detailed data and was

not considered in this calculation. With data on the travel routes and travel rates of people

this effect can be accounted for.

To provided a quantitative comparison, cumulative cases are compared with actual cases

in Fig. 3. The general trends for three countries are similar to the field data, although
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the initial take-off rate are smaller. These discrepancies are likely also due to the nonlocal

travelers. These results suggest that the early stage of outbreak is critical. The quicker the

outbreak is contained, the less the fatalities there are.

Figure 3: Predicted cumulative cases (left) versus actual cases (right)

(PLOS Neglected Tropical Diseases, 2014)

To test the capability of the model in considering nonlocal pathways of disease transmis-

sion, in Fig. 4 a hypothetical pathway between the locations as indicated by the arrow in

the figure is added. A new epicenter emerges in this case showing the effect of non locality.

A
A
A
A

A
A
A

A
A
A

AK

Figure 4: Test of nonlocal disease transmission
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3 Conclusion & Primary Achivemetns

In the past, epidemic models are either inaccurate in predicting the spread of disease spatially

or requiring too detailed information to predict an outbreak involving a large region. A model

to address both of these problems is built and presented. The model included added non-

locality to a typical SIR infection rate equation and corrected an error in the classical diffusion

model. Then a Java program solved the non-local diffusion equations, using GMRES with

the Gauss-Seidel method as a preconditioner. In this study, the model prediction was in

reasonable agreement with the field data from the 2014 West Africa Ebola outbreak in terms

of geographical spread and total cases. The code and the computational method used can

solve a massive set of equations within a half second allowing us to predict seven months

into the future under three minutes. To further improve the model, field data concerning

the nonlocal disease transmission will be included. With information about non-local travel,

the model can be expanded it to a global scale, to capture the whole impact of an epidemic.

Although the Ebola outbreak is the example in this paper, the model has applications in

modeling all other infecti.us diseases including viral epidemics such as Zika or even parasitic

such as malaria.
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Appendix A- GMRES Method

GMRES stands for Generalized Minimal Residual Method and is an iterative solver for a

linear equation Ax = b, where A is an invertible matrix, x is an unknown vector, and b is

a column vector. It makes an initial guess x0 and improves upon it by finding zn such that

x = x0 +zn has the minimum residual, r = b−Ax , in the Krylov subspace after n-iterations.

The Krylov Subspace is built as follows:

Kn = Kn(A, r0) = span{r0, Ar0, A
2r0, · · · , An−1r0}. (6)

These vectors are linearly independent so long as an exact solution has not been found.

Each GMRES iteration expands the search for z by a new dimension represented by An−1r0.

Using Arnoldi Iteration, we can orthonormalize these vectors to provide more convenient

bases for calculating z.

In the Arnoldi Iteration we set the first normalized vector q1 = r0/||r0||. The process

then projects the next vector Aq1 onto q1, takes its orthogonal component, and normalizes

it to make a new vector q2. Thus it follows that vector qk, is made orthogonal to all of

the prior k − 1 vectors. These vectors forms matrix Qn = {q1, q2, · · · , qn}. We then write

zn = Qnyn. The relation between An−1r0 and qk is described by a Heisenberg Matrix H̃n.

This matrix has the property AQn = Qn+1H̃n and is an upper-triangular matrix, with an

additional minor diagonal below the main diagonal. Thus, the residual, rn, can be expressed

as:

rn = ||Qn+1βe1 −Qn+1H̃nyn|| = ||Qn+1(βe1 − H̃nyn)|| = ||βe1 − H̃nyn||, (7)

where β = ||r0|| = ||b− Ax0||, e1 = {1, 0, · · · , 0}T is an (n+ 1)-dimension vector.

We then use a process called Givens Rotations to rotate the Heisenberg Matrix into a

Upper Triangular Matrix, Rn by multiplying by rotation matrices Ω1,Ω2, · · · ,Ωn. The first

rotation matrix, Ω1 is:

Ω1 =



c1 −s1 0 0 · · · 0

s1 c1 0 0 · · · 0

0 0 1 0 · · · 0
...

. . . . . . . . .
...

...

0 · · · 0 0 1 0

0 · · · 0 0 0 1


n×n

(8)
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where si = −hi+1,i

√
h2
i,i + h2i+ 1, i and ci = hi+1,i

√
h2
i,i + h2i+ 1, i. The rotated matrix

is then:

Rn = GnH̃n = Ωn · · ·Ω2Ω1H̃n =



r1,1 · · · · · · r1,n

0 r2,2 · · · r2,n

...
. . . . . .

...
... · · · 0 rn,n

0 · · · 0 0


(n+1)×n

=

[
Un

0

]
, (9)

The residual, rn, can then be written as rn = ||βe1 − H̃nyn|| = ||Gn(βe1 − H̃nyn)|| =

||g̃n −Rnyn||, where g̃n = βGne1 =

[
gn

γn

]
. Thus:

rn =

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
[
gn

γn

]
−

[
Un

0

]
yn

∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ =

√
||gn − Unyn||2 + γ2

n. (10)

We can easily solve the upper triangular matrix to find yn such that gn = Unyn. In

this way, the error at this iteration, is γn. If γn is sufficiently small, the solution is found.

Otherwise the iteration is repeated.

To accelerate convergence, we use Gauss-Seidel as a preconditioned for GMRES. We write

A = L + D + U , where L is a strictly lower diagonal Matrix, U is a strictly upper diagonal

Matrix, and D is the diagonal Matrix. The equation becomes:

Ax = b, and (L+D + U)x = b,

(L+D)−1(L+D + U)x = (L+D)−1b,

[I + (L+D)−1U ]x = (L+D)−1b (11)

The idea of using Gauss-Seidel as a preconditioner is to do operations to the coefficient

matrix and corresponding matrices so that the coefficient matrix is a diagonally dominated

matrix in which the main diagonal values are close to 1. When that is achieved, the coeffi-

cient matrix has properties that allow GMRES to converge on a solution with even greater

efficiency.
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Appendix B - Detailed Shale Report

B.1 Introduction

Shale is a low porosity rock partially filled with natural hydrocarbons. It has long been known

that these rocks are major natural gas resources, but efficient recovery has been challenging.

The solution is to increase its porosity by hydraulically fracturing it, which began as an

experiment in 1947, and was proven commercially successful in 1950 [King 2012].

Since the idea of hydraulically fracturing shale has become of interest to oil industries, it

has also created a higher demand to simulate the phenomena. It has been discovered that

although relatively successful today, shale gas production still needs to be better understood

as it is beginning to take a major role in the American economy. As competition from foreign

oil companies increases, the shale industry has turned to science to maximize production

and make fracking more efficient and environmentally friendly. Many works [King 2012

& Turcotte et al. 2014] currently focus on reporting raw data or models of gas behavior

in laboratory setting. This project provides improved understanding of reservoir behavior

during the production life time, which is achieved by considering the permeability change

during the production of a well.

A recent article titled “Super Fracking” [Turcotte et al. 2014] in “Physics Today” explains

how fracking is achieved. After making the distinction between modern methods compared

to those used prior and confirming the recent success of shale, the paper posed the question,

“What percent of the oil and gas in the tight shale reservoir is recovered and at what rate?”.

A paper, titled “Why Fracking Works” [Bazant et al. 2014] has taken on this task. It uses a

nonlinear diffusion equation to model the gas flow in the fractured shale, and then predicts

the rate of gas production. Authors of the paper assume that fracture process is completed

after the fracking process, and fracture network does not change during the production.

The model predicts a much less production rate than field data shows for long periods of

production. In our project, continuous growth of the fracture network and effective rock

permeability are allowed during the production process. The reason for continuous growth

of the fracture network is due to pressure difference created when gas is extracted from the

shale. This is an improvement upon previous models to acquire more accurate predictions,

better answer the question “At what rate?, and thus better estimate the lifetime of shale

wells.
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B.2 A Theoretical Description of Gas Motion

The modeling effort starts with studying the flow of natural gas in the shale rock. Let ρ be

the density (kg/m3) of the gas (methane), and v be the flow velocity (m/s) of the gas. The

mass conservation of the gas is described by the following equation.

∂φρ

∂t
+∇ · (ρφv) = 0, (12)

where φ is the porosity of the shale rock.

The velocity of the gas can be calculated using Darcy’s law,

φv = −K
µ
∇P, (13)

where P is the gas pressure, K is the permeability of the shale rock, and µ is the viscosity

of the gas. Assuming a constant temperature in the reservoir, using c =
√

(∂P/∂ρ)T from

the equation of state for the gas, one finds

1

c2

∂P

∂t
=

∂

∂x

(
ρk
∂P

∂x

)
+

∂

∂y

(
ρk
∂P

∂y

)
, (14)

in a two-dimensional domain, where k = K/(µφ). Such defined c is called isothermal speed of

sound of the gas. Typical value for this sound speed in a reservoir ranges from 450 to 630 m/s

depending on the temperature and pressure. Equation (14) is a nonlinear diffusion equation

for pressure P since both the sound speed c and the density ρ are functions of the pressure

P determined by the equation of state of the gas. Using the equation of state described in

the following, this equation is solved numerically using the finite volume method. For this

purpose, a Java computer code is written using the numerical solution method described in

Section B.4.

The Peng-Robinson equation of state adequately describes methane behavior in the pres-

sure range of interest [Barth 2006].

P =
RT

v − b
− aα

v2 + 2bv − b2
, (15)

where v is the volume per mole, v = Mw/(1000ρ) is specific volume, the volume per unit

mass,

a =
0.45724R2T 2

Pc
, b =

0.07780RTc
Pc

α = [1 + (0.37464 + 1.54226w − 0.26992w2)(1− T 0.5
r )]2, and Tr = T/Tc, (16)

with Tc = 191.15 K, and Pc = 6.641 MPa being the critical temperature and pressure and

w = 0.0115 for methane.
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From eq. (15) it is quite straightforward to calculate P with a given density, ρ, since v =

Mw/(1000ρ). However, to calculate density, one must solve a cubic equation. Although an

analytical solution is available, it involves the computation of complex numbers and selection

of one root from three possible roots. This cubic equation can be solved faster, numerically,

by using an iterative solution algorithm as follows. Equation (15) can be rewritten as

v = b+
RT

P + aα2/(v2 + 2bv − b2)
. (17)

The solution of this equation starts with an initial guess v0 of the specific volume v. In the

calculation at a given location (a more precise description of location will be given in Section

2.4), v0 = Mm/(1000ρn) is calculated using the last known density, ρn, where Mm = 16.04,

the molar mass of methane. If such density is not available the initial guess is set to be the

specific volume v0 = Mm/(1000ρc) at the critical state with ρc = 160.0 kg/m3. The improved

value of v is calculated iteratively using

vn+1 = b+
RT

P + aα2/(v2
n + 2bvn − b2)

, with n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , (18)

until the relative error 2|(vn+1 − vn)/(vn+1 + vn)| < 10−15. When this error tolerance is

reached, the last value of vn+1 is used as the solution and the density can be calculate as

ρ = Mw/(1000vn+1). Typically this error tolerance is reached within 20 iterations.
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B.3 Rock Damage

l

P

xσ

P

P
h

l

Figure 5: A pressure gradient results in a force in the rock that must be balanced by a tensile

stress σ. Ph and Pl denote high and low pressures respectively.

Gas production causes reduction of the pore pressure and stress imbalance in shale rock as

shown in Figure 5, leading to rock damage, connection of cracks and pores in the shale, and

an increased permeability. The exact cracking process is related to the structure of shale

and requires detailed calculations beyond the scope of this project. In the present work, the

rock is assumed damaged when the pressure gradient across length ` exceeds the cohesive

strength σc, where ` is the typical distance of fractures and rock joints in shale ranging from

15 to 50 cm and σc ≈ Order(1) MPa [Wang et al. 2014 & Gale et al. 2007]. The damage

is irredeemable. Therefore the damage is proportional to the greatest pressure gradient

experienced, max(||∇P ||), in the process history. The following relationship is proposed to

relate the permeability and pressure gradient.

K = K0

{
1 + F

[
max(||∇P ||)`

σc
− 1

]}
, if max(||∇P ||)` > σc, (19)

where K0 is the initial permeability of the rock (10−8mDarcy), and F is the permeability

factor. In the present calculation ` = 33 cm, the middle value reported by Wang et al.

[2014] and Gale et al. [2007], and the value for permeability factor, F , will be discussed in

the result section.
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B.4 Solving the Non-linear Diffusion Equation

In order to numerically solve eq. (14), a computational domain is constructed and divided

into nx × ny small rectangular cells with length ∆x = Lx/nx and height ∆y = Ly/ny. A

portion of these cells is shown Fig. 6 (left). The values for nx and ny are large enough to

ensure the grid convergence of the numerical results. The convergence study discussed below

shows that nx = 1000 and ny = 300 are sufficient. In this way, a computational cell is a

0.5 meter by 0.5 meter square. The pressure diffusion equation (14) is discretized using this

grid.

S

i,j
i−1,j

i,j+1

i,j−1

i+1,j
E

N

W

Figure 6: A portion of the mesh (left), where x represents previous values, and o represents

the value to be calculated. The green node represents the values being calculated. Red nodes

represent the values being used to calculate the green node value. A cell and related nodes

(right)

To ensure numerical stability the following implicit formulation is used.

P n+1
i,j − P n

i,j

∆t
=

c2
i,j

∆x

(
ρWkW

P n+1
i−1,j − P n+1

i,j

∆x
− ρEkE

P n+1
i,j − P n+1

i+1,j

∆x

)

+
c2
i,j

∆y

(
ρSkS

P n+1
i,j−1 − P n+1

i,j

∆y
− ρNkN

P n+1
i,j − P n+1

i,j+1

∆y

)
, (20)

where the subscripts i and j denote the i-th row and the j-th column in a grid, superscript n

or n+ 1 denotes the time step, and subscripts W, E, S and N denote the values on the west,

east, north and south surfaces of the cell centered at node i, j as shown in Fig. 6 (right).

The values of density on these surface are simply the average of the nodal values on both

sides of the surface, and the effective k’s used in this work are the harmonic mean of the

nodal values on the both sides of the surface. This is to ensure conservation of mass across
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the cell surface. For instance, on the east surface,

ρE =
ρi,j + ρi+1,j

2
, and kE =

2ki,jki+1,j

ki,j + ki+1,j

. (21)

Equation (20) represents a set of equations to be satisfied by the pressure values at all

nodes (indicated by i and j) in the computational domain, except at the boundary nodes

where the pressure values are specified. In this calculation the boundary nodes are all nodes

on the four sides of the rectangular computational domain and the node at the center of the

domain where the well is located. The total number of the unknowns can be calculated as

(nx − 1)(ny − 1)− 1. With nx = 1000 and ny = 300, the number is 298,700.

To solve these coupled nonlinear equations, P n+1
i,j is symbolically solved from (20) to find

P n+1
i,j =

P n
i,j + c2

i,j

(
ρW kWPn+1

i−1,j∆t

∆x2
+

ρEkEP
n+1
i+1,j∆t

∆x2
+

ρSkSP
n+1
i,j−1∆t

∆y2
+

ρNkNP
n+1
i,j+1∆t

∆y2

)
1 + c2

i,j

(
ρW kW ∆t

∆x2
+ ρEkE∆t

∆x2
+ ρSkS∆t

∆y2
+ ρNkN∆t

∆y2

) . (22)

An iterative equation solver is then used to solve the set of simultaneous equations,

iterating until a convergence is achieved at a single time step. This procedure stops when

the error tolerance,
√∑

i,j[(P
n
i,j − P n+1

i,j )2/(P n
i,jP

n+1
i,j )]/(nxny) < 10−6 is met. At this stage

the iteration is considered as converged, the new pressure field in this time step is found, the

new gas density is then calculated from the Peng-Robinson equation of state as described

above, and the time step is advanced.

B.5 Results and Discussion

The non-linear pressure diffusion equation (14) is solved using the finite volume method

described in Section 2.4. A rectangle with horizontal length Lx = 500 m and vertical height

Ly = 150 m are typical in a shale gas operation [Bazant et al. 2014], as shown in Fig. 7. The

computation domain is divided into 1000×300 cells for numerical solution, which is obtained

by solving the discretized nonlinear diffusion equation using time step of 1 hour and grid

size of 0.5 m × 0.5 m. Each time step 298,700 simultaneous equations are solved.
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Figure 7: The relation of the computation domain (c) to the reservoir. The cartoon of shale

base is cited from Bazant work [Bazant, et al. 2014]. The computational mesh and the cell

quantity calculation.

A Java code is developed to solve the nonlinear pressure diffusion equation. The accuracy

of the obtained solution depends on the cell and time step sizes. In general, the accuracy

increases with the decrease in the cell size and time step size. However, the use of small

cell size, or large nx and ny, implies large numbers of the coupled equations and unknowns,

and requires more computational resources or time. Similarly, with smaller time step size,

larger number of time steps is required to reach the targeted time period (5 years in this

work). To visualize the data, the relevant quantities need to be written to the hard disk in

the computer for the visualization package [Paraview, 2015]. With nx = 1000 and ny = 300,

one set of data output for a week of simulated time requires 11 Gigabytes of hard disk for

each calculation. Therefore, one needs to balance the accuracy requirement and available

computational resource. For this purpose, convergence study for the grid size and time step

size is conducted.
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Figure 8: The cumulative gas productions calculated using three grid resolutions (a) and

three time step sizes (b).

The grid convergence is studied first by comparing the cumulative gas production calcu-

lated using three different cell sizes, 2 m × 2 m, 1 m × 1 m, and 0.5 m × 0.5 m, with a

fixed time step of 1 hour. The cumulative gas production at a given time t is calculated by

m(0)−m(t), where m(0) is the initial mass at t = 0, and m(t) is the gas masses inside the

reservoir calculated using

m(t) =

∫ lx

0

∫ ly

0

φ(x, y)ρ(x, y, t)dxdy ≈
nx−1∑
i=1

ny−1∑
j=1

φi,jρi,j(t)∆x∆y. (23)

Obtained cumulative gas productions are shown in Fig. 8(a). The results (red line) obtained

by using 2 m × 2 m cells are noticeably smaller than the results obtained by using 1 m ×
1 m cells (blue line). As the cell size is further refined to 0.5 m × 0.5 m (green line), there

are little changes of the calculated cumulative gas production, indicating grid convergence.

Next, to study time step convergence, three time step sizes, 2 hours, 1 hour, and 30 minutes

are used on a fixed mesh with 1m × 1m cells. The calculated cumulative gas productions

are shown in Fig. 8(b). Since there are little differences among the results, the time step

convergence is confirmed at all three values, therefore a times step of 1 hour is used in all

further calculations.

With the confirmed convergence, a numerical calculation is performed for a hydraulically

fractured shale stratum assuming that the initial hydrofracking process increases the shale

permeability from 10 nanoDarcy to 5 milliDarcy in a circle of 100 m in diameter around

the well. By assuming 30 MPa initial pressure and the cohesive strength σc = 0.34 MPa in
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Figure 9: Calculated pressure gradient, permeability, and apparent gas density after 30, 100,

and 250 weeks of gas production.
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the formation, the calculation is performed to predict the gas production for 5 years. Fig. 9

shows the results of the pressure gradient, permeability, and gas mass per unit volume of

rock after 30, 100, and 250 weeks of gas production.

The volume of the cavity shown in the three dimensional figure is proportional to the

mass of gas produced. As seen in the figures, the strong pressure gradient concentrates

at the edge of the fractured region. Another observation is the vitality of the increased

permeability toward gas mobility. Figure 9 also shows that the gas is relatively undisturbed

in the undamaged areas.

The results show the progression of the cracks due to the high pressure gradient between

low and high permeability areas of the rock. The high pressure gradient fronts sweep through

the rock leaving behind damaged rock with increased permeability. As expected, the severity

and rate of progression of the damage lessen as the distance to the well center increases. This

crack progression is responsible for the “leveling-off” of the production rate, which has not

be studied previously. The permeability factor, F , control the degree of this “leveling-of”

effect. The effect of F saturates when F is larger than 80,000, as no significant difference

between the production rates calculated with F = 80, 000 and F = 100, 000 shown in Fig. 10.

We believe that F is a characteristic of a specific shale, and is determined by the geological

location of the shale.
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Figure 10: Comparison of results from the current model and from [Bazant et al. 2014].

Figure 10 shows the comparison of production rate against measured values from four

hydraulically fractured wells in Arkansas. In the process of hydraulic fracking, around 2-10

million of gallons of water [King 2012] is pumped into the drilled well to crack the shale. It

takes 1-5 months for the water to drain or be absorbed. Since the main objective of this

project is to predict the long term gas production, no attempt is made to consider the short

term effects of water flow. As a consequence, the gas production is over estimated for the
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first few months. After that period the production rate calculated from the present model

agrees with field quite well. As a comparison, results from [Bazant et al. 2014] is shown on

the right of the Fig. 10, which underestimates the long-term production.

The new model is also used to calculate production rate of Barnett shale wells in Texas

[Drilling info., 2015] with the cohesive strength σc = 1 MPa and F = 91, 000. The results are

shown in Fig. 11. It is interesting to note the fluctuations in the calculated rate in the figure.

Although these fluctuations can be caused by numerical instabilities in solving the nonlinear

equation, it could also be caused by the rock damage process. A sudden rock damage causes

a large flush of gas that drain the pressure temporarily. The pressure and its gradient is then

rebuilt, and the process repeats. Since the value of σc used is in Fig. 11 greater than that

in Fig. 10, to cause the rock damage the buildup in the pressure and its gradient is stronger

in cases of Figure 11, causing larger fluctuations. More work will be needed to positively

identify the causes of these fluctuations.

Figure 11: The current model with rock damage compared to field data [ Drilling info., 2015]

from Barnett shale in Texas. The fluctuations in production rate could be caused by the

repeated rock damage and pressure build up process as explained in Sec. 3.
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B.6 Summary and Future Work

A nonlinear diffusion equation is derived from Darcy’s Law, the equation of state, and

mass conservation principle. The permeability is regarded as a function of the rock damage

which is related to the pressure gradient, making it possible to incorporate the rock damage

into a more accurate model for shale gas flow. Then, the equation is discretized using a

computational mesh and solved it using an implicit method. Attention has been paid to the

stability and convergence of the numerical calculation.

These results suggest that the simple rock damage model presented in this work can

be used to model the production rate of shale gas for long periods of time. The rock

continues to crack after the hydraulic fracturing is completed due to the formation of a large

pressure gradient near the border of damage zone and intact rock. Accounting for this new

physical mechanism enables more accurate predictions of the long term production rate. The

calculated results match well with the experimental data, especially in the later stages of

shale gas production.

This paper has made a few key assumptions that are to be improved upon in the future.

First, water flow needs to be considered to better predict the production rate at the short

term. Second, the shale rock is assumed isotropic whereas in reality shale rock is layered

horizontally and is thus anisotropic. Finally, the shale rock is assumed homogenous along

the entirety of the drilled well, and thus modeled in a two-dimensional domain. In reality,

the shale may change its geological properties along the drilled well, and lateral flow must

also be considered.
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